1. Approve minutes from March 20, 2017

2. Review proposal from MSA Consulting for Bluffland Plan as proposed on 3/28/17. Suggest changes in scope, timeline or deliverables.
   Possible Motion:
   To recommend to Planning Commission acceptance of proposal from MSA for Bluffland project dated 3/28/2017 with the following modifications:
   To recommend to Planning Commission acceptance of $13,500 in grant money from LAPC and provide a 20% match to pay for the contract with MSA.

3. Review proposal from Alta Consulting for specified and general updates to Bicycle Pedestrian Plan as proposed on 3/27/17 with the following modifications and clarifications.
   Possible Motion:
   To recommend to Planning Commission acceptance of proposal from Alta for Bicycle Pedestrian Plan dated March 27, 2017 with the following modifications:
   To recommend to Planning Commission acceptance of $13,000 in grant money from LAPC and provide a 20% match to pay for the contract with Alta.

4. Other business and date of next meeting.

   Thank you Jason for offering this website of interest to us: Assessing the economic impact and health benefits of bicycling in Minnesota
   http://www.dot.state.mn.us/bike/research/economic-health-impact.html